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René Riemens CEO at SWYCS

Will Middelburg's invention SWYCS be the digital 'Egg of
Columbus'?
PRESS RELEASE
Source: This is a summary of the news article dd. Saturday, 26th of August (link)
SWYCS is a Dutch tech company that is leading the IoT market (Internet of Things). Company
PNE Industries LTD from Singapore made a significant investment in SWYCS. "We have high
expectations of SWYCS and think that many companies will use SWYCS in the near future,"
said PNE managing director Kevin Tan. PNE is a major producer of electronic equipment and
sees SWYCS as a potential game changer in the IoT world.
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One platform that can control and communicate with your smart
devices and installations in your company or home? The Middelburg technology company
SWYCS - See What You Can Save – developed that new concept. With Singapore's growth
capital, it now expects to conquer the world.
DIGITAL SPAGHETTI
The number of smart devices at home and in the office increase rapidly. But with all the
applications that run through different platforms and networks, management will be
difficult. SWYCS unveils the digital spaghetti. And more than that. "Our system ensures that
all smart devices and installations can" talk "with each other. No matter what type of device
and manufacturer. Such a complete and universal solution does not exist yet. ''
A small demonstration. Mr Riemens steps on a digital scale and immediately a lamp lights up
so that he can read the display better. "Normally, the scale and the lamp do not understand
each other, but via SWYCS they do." SWYCS connects smart devices that communicate with
all (wireless) networks like ZigBee, Z-Wave, BLE, EnOcean, Sigfox , LoRa and WiFi.
SWYCS consists of an Internet or Things gateway that looks like an internet modem with five
antennas, a cloud layer containing data, a web portal and a smartphone app. The dashboard
is intuitive and user-friendly, underlines Mr Riemens.
IBM
The invention, which he developed with the support of a local business partner and a local
government fund (ZPF), opens up new opportunities and saves customers a lot of costs and
time. It is one solution that suits many application. The price is a no-brainer. You get a Rolls
Royce for the price of an Opel. ''
Mr Riemens started his business in energy management. Dura Vermeer, a Dutch top 5
construction company, will now install SWYCS in hundreds of homes, says Mr Riemens. "We
have many Dutch customers and we now go international. There is a growing global interest.
For example, IBM works with us. And more global major players are using our IoT solutions
or took them in their IoT Eco system.
‘All signs are green now’
In addition, the gateways are built at PNE Industries in Singapore, are in stock and are
therefore available immediately. Mr Riemens chose five years ago explicitly for an Asian
partner: “Singapore is step stone to Asia”.
PNE also believes that SWYCS is going to be a million business. The first step is a trade
mission to Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore in September. That visit is led by former Prime
Minister Jan Peter Balkenende.
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